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Melissa Roxas
pink callus
Sometimes before
sometimes after
they made me take a bath.
The ~rst time—
with my blindfolds still on,
my hands bound,
one of the soldiers
washed me
My name is Rose
I am a child of God,
she said.
The second time
after I was alone
I tried to cut
using the claw
of a small hair clip
I found hanging on the thin clothes-wire—
but it wasn’t sharp enough
it only left
my wrists raw
bumpy red clots
like little grapes about to burst
My body became the most hated
the most beloved
it sat with the grasses of the evening
They banged on the metal door,
Out! they said.
There was no more time.
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I knew
They’ll make me suffer more
for trying to die on my own
My body became a /ame to open.
There was bone
where there should’ve been /esh,
I caught the ~st landing on my chest,
it danced in the light.
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Purvi Shah
Texas may not recognize
“You know, when it comes to obtaining a birth certi~cate, we certainly want people
to be able to get the documents that they’re entitled to. However, we also have a
duty to protect the personal information that’s on the birth certi~cate. We want to
see a secure form of identi~cation so that we are not giving certi~ed copies of birth
certi~cates to someone who shouldn’t have one, someone who’s not related to a
child, someone who doesn’t have, you know, a reason to have that birth certi~cate.”
– Chris Van Deusen, Texas Department of State Health Services, July 20, 2015
its own birth by
its own rules. Once
called Mexico, once
called Spain, once
called the place of many
peoples. When we mark
a sequence of conquests
as erasures, can we believe
this parentage? Where
is the documentation for that land, deserts
delineated as a territory instead of a freemoving herd of sands, rivers
as a blockade instead of ferry of living souls. Texas
is its own country but these days, the lone
star reminds you of lunch counters and poll
taxes and times your grandparents tried
to vote but found the registrars had too many
times when even a whole
of a non5

questions,
person could be counted as 3/5

citizen
in this one country. We
want to protect your
status not to be
protected. We are,
some of us, tired
of following laws
when the laws make it
hard to be immunized, hard
to be educated, hard
to be counted whole, hard
to breathe and survive
in the body you were born
into, in the country you were born
into. We are less a country
founded on rights
than on unequal
paperwork. I listen
to my father mourn the days
when a patient was a patient
and not a customer. Someday, whether
in front of an HMO or a court or a boss
or a border,
we will all become papers, drained
of horizon, drained of a body
touched as body. Borders,
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we believe, may change
but documents are permanent, granting
immortal stamps after premature deaths.
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Purvi Shah
Darkness is a promise –
abrupt present
through pew

of the unknown. Revelation

is a spark: you watch
your stomach so carefully

it becomes sunrise. Everything
passes through the curves
of a woman, even a holy seed,

even belief, even the curfew
of time.

I cannot

bear

the broken

deer in

the road. One

instance it had been

running –

– next dissipates into
absences. Time changes but revelation

stays. When the angel whispered,
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did you

break

into a surprised
Did you

gallop?
break

into fever? The mosquito

hitches a ride on the left rear window, crossing

states. After the nine bodies crumpled, benches
buckled, heavy with dark prayers borne

straight to heaven. You say to the child
who pretends to be dead in order to live,

blackness came before creation. The lone

shooter,

carrying

a broken /ag, passes through the channels

of history, augmenting a timeline
of recent atrocities: Birmingham, Oak
Creek, Charleston. Everywhere you would

recognize their bent service: you saw ash
in your womb & made a child. Birth is
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the ~rst uprising – so sudden
you almost miss

sunrise.
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Elizabeth Treadwell
darn
verb to mend
the girls who
the girls who
the girls who
the girls who
the girls who
the girls who
the girls who
verb to honor
the girls who
the girls who
the girls who
the girls who
the girls who
the girls who
the girls who
the girls
verb, sovereign
“...some just re/ections must necessarily accrue respecting the noble simplicity which
ought to characterize the oratory, the compositions, and the customs of a republican
government.”
— Madame de Stael, The In/uence of Literature Upon Society
“Assuming this responsibility provides a means of survival and liberation.”
— Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz, An Indigenous Peoples’ History of the United States
this is what i said to the reporter when she asked me what it meant to march with my
daughters i said i could cry all day i love women so much i am just so happy to see
everyone here and it means, that we have hope
we learned a new way to spell women, several actually
i saw a girl i went to middle school with and her daughter
from across the crowd i said is this your daughter, these are mine
we sang old songs with old women
we bought snacks from a young man
we were tired and proud, and happy
we watched kids and adults do capoeira
and ate junior mints and vegan rolls
sitting on the grubby steps
next to walgreens
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walking home from the bus stop someone honked and i waved and he gave us a
thumbs-down
bc of our hats
i like the hats because they are homemade
in november i fell into the sidewalk as trump’s “accuser” canceled her press conference
my girls put the bumper sticker on the car
i was overcon~dent
we watched the results with my mom
and i could barely stir the following weekend while my girls were away with their dad
i had the opportunity
to barely stir
and i said to a friend online some weeks later, when you need to rest, i will carry you
[her son is “biracial” and she lives in a “red” state]
we will carry and fortify
as we have always done
[a few days earlier i had surprised myself with the clanging truth of it when saying to
several other mothers, i have only recently decided to live]
we will carry and fortify
as we have always done
this is a song for peak trump sung in the hollows of all disregard. i never yet wrote my
essay about the cherokee/tsalagi structure of beloved women and about elizabeth warren
as a potential iteration of that tradition within the complexities of identity and mixed race
and cultures and genders and government policies, injustices and sorrows and it is all
profoundly wearying so instead of writing that essay, which i ~rst conceived of during
obama’s gorgeous initial inauguration, as the mantle fell upon him with peoples faces full
of joy, instead i drove the streets of tucson with my babies in tow, the street names like my
grandmothers veins — swan, for example.
“To not live someone else’s life and someone else’s idea of what womanhood is.
Womanhood is you. Womanhood is everything that’s inside of you.”
— Viola Davis, Buzzfeed, February 23, 2015
because we marched in oakland and i fell in berkeley and the guy gave us the thumbs-down
very close to our apartment and because tucson is where my grandmother drove us through
the bank lot with the cool space age money tube and trough and we found this funny and
thrilling, like the jetsons. she had candy like a promise in her purse and history and love
soothing us through her veins and phrases, her clothes and scent and skin. she was born in
shawnee, oklahoma in 1922 and died in tucson, arizona in 1995. one of her grandchildren
was one of the ~rst people to get married legally to a same sex partner in arizona, in 2014.
their fathers gave the blessings. the book i took from her room after she died is weep no
more, my lady by mary higgins clark.
another friend’s grandmother lived through the bombing of dresden and died recently in the
oakland hills.
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a set of sisters-in-law i’ve known for years (college, moms’ group) /ew to washington to
march, partly because their californian family lived through internment.
my grandmother was a very young single mother working in the war industry in oklahoma
city.
the dazed day after the election, i cheered a worker at safeway slightly by reporting that
students had walked out of several local high schools.
on december 4th, 2016, the day the army corps denied a permit for the dakota access
pipeline, kandi mossett, a reporter for the indigenous news network, said — “we remain
totally happy here, but we remain vigilant” and she also said “and that’s what i’m asking the
world. don’t be afraid to at least try...this isn’t even us against each other. this is us
educating ourselves as humanity on this planet, that we can live in a good, good way.”
this piece of writing is one tiny stitch of the whole.
love.
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Emma Trelles
Courage and the Clock
Let the gods of glass and self-pondering
Know I hold tiny faith in their perfumes.
One minute, lavender dusts the lips. Next,
A dirty rope at the throat. There’s no telling.

Beneath each breast waits a hive, a garden
Green with jaws. Where we live, death is a favorite guest.
See bees /ock the felt corpse of a dove, how a child
Desires his wings? No time for mourners. Except
For me, I can’t stop ~lming my own funeral.

Bury me on top of you, a pretty bed
Dressed in mauve thorns and femurs seamed together.
Your neck the most succulent of lures. I’ll forget
My fear and eat the long grasses of your hair.
I’m brave enough.
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Emma Trelles
Milli~cent
No one has entered
the stone of this place
in a century, dust has powdered
even the cat’s lashes. Still I sit, robes folded, crown
pinned upon the river of my braids, their diamond
eyes have not forgotten how to ~nd the door.
Once there were feasts here, table set in silk, glazed peacock
and pomegranates so ripe a look from me would tear their skins.

I love the quiet.
The void of voices begging me
for youth and vengeance, for the fastest way
to travel over water or how to spy by moonlight.
I love how my hands do little but settle on my velvet lap.

Afternoons I rise to circle the gardens, the devil’s trumpet large
enough to shade all that lies beneath: moss, pond, the small star
blossoms that burst in clumps along the earth, so bright,
content to bleed their red selves into shadow.
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Jane Wong
How Not To Be Afraid Of Everything
How to not punch everyone in the face.
How to not protect everyone’s eyes from
my own punch. I have been practicing
my punch for years, loosening my limbs.
My jaw unhinged creates a felony I refuse
to go to court for. The fat of spam pools
in the sun, reminding me of my true feelings.
My feelings leak from my ear like a bad cold
in a bad storm. Stars huddle in a corner,
little radiators sweating out their fear.
A possum reaches his arm up from a porch.
I hold onto his arm for a little while, for
a little warmth. At night, my subterranean eye
begins to rove. Song of the underground,
song of the rat tribe. I see my mother in
an apron splattered with viscera I will eat
for dinner. To gut her work out, to work
her guts out. Can we talk about privilege?
Can I say I always look behind me? I always
look behind me. I always take a step forward
like I’m about to save myself from toppling
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over. The bare bones of it: some of us know
that spoiled meat still counts as protein.
That a horse’s neck snaps from the weight
of what it carries, from the weight of what
we give it to carry. I bundle up a sack of
clouds, empty of rain and fear and lightning.
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Jane Wong
Let Us Not Forget the Tactic of Fear
This landscape is made
for hawks and gawkers.
What is more poisonous, dear
beloved country? Where
did you ~nd this endless
supply of cheap cyanide?
By now, we should all know
that salt on a cut lip
is not necessary. And yet –
here comes the sting
and swell. It would be easier
to say I’ve learned my lesson,
but I’ve lessened from it.
These constant proofs –
are you worthy, or are you
won over, over
easy? Should I eat what
I’ve been told? Fold what role
I’ve been given: laborer?
Dishwasher? Cook? I stand
on the edge of boiling water
and laugh at the plumes.
Nothing you say can mar me.
When the day ends,
I will leave with the sun.
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